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Ad~im's conjecture [ 1 ] formulates necessary and sufficient conditions for cyclic 
(circulant) graphs to be isomorphic. It is known to be true if the number n of ver- 
tices is either prime ([ 4 ] ), a product of two primes ([ 12 ] ) or satisfies the condition 
(n, ~b(n))= 1, where ~b is Euler's function ([15]). On the other hand, it is also 
known that the conjecture fails if n is divisible by 8 or by an odd square. It was 
newly conjectured in [ 15 ] that Ad/tm's conjecture is true for all other values of n. 
We prove that the conjecture is valid whenever n is a square-free number. © 1995 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A cyclic (circulant) graph is one that admits the regular cyclic group as a 
group ofautomorphisms. Jtdfim [ 1 ] was the first who considered the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for cyclic graphs to be isomorphic. He conjectured 
that, if two cyclic graphs are isomorphic, then the isomorphism between them 
may be realized by an automorphism of the corresponding cyclic group. 
Shortly after publication of [ 1 ], ~tdfim's conjecture was shown to be 
false (see e.g., [4] ,  [6]) .  Later on it was found (see [15]  and references 
there) that this conjecture fails whenever n is divisible by either 8 or by an 
odd square. 
Egorov and Markov [5 ]  published the outline of the proof  of Adfim's 
conjecture for square-free n. But this outline contains a few gaps, so it 
cannot be considered as a proof  of the conjecture. 
Pfilfy considered a more general problem in [15] ,  namely the 
isomorphism problem of Cayley structures over the cyclic group Cn. He 
proved that if (n, ~b(n)) = 1, then any such isomorphism may be realized by 
an automorphism of the cyclic group of order n. As a consequence he 
ascertained that Ad/tm's conjecture is true in this case. It should be 
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mentioned that the proof uses the classification of finite simple groups. Pfilfy 
hypothesized that Ad/tm's conjecture is true ifn is a square-free or twice square- 
free number. Among these numbers no counterexample was found. Moreover, 
this conjecture is known to be true for the following values of n: 
(i) n is a prime [4, 6]; 
(ii) n=2p, 3p, 4p, forp aprime [3]; 
(iii) n =pq, where p and q are primes [ 12, 2]; 
(iv) (n, ¢(n))= 1 [15]. 
In this paper we show that Adfim's conjecture holds for n square-free. 
The central idea used in our proof is based on the technique of Schur 
rings, and was applied first to this problem by Klin and P6schel in [ 12]. 
In addition to the papers cited above, there are several partial results in 
the literature. 
In [ 14] ~_d/tm's conjecture had been proved under the assumption that 
(n,¢(n))--1 and I-I~-lpi<pl, l=l, . . . ,k,  where {P i ] i= l  ..... k} are the 
prime divisors of n =Pl  . . . . .  Pk. 
The result in [14] was proved again in [16], where the relationship 
between the wreath product of permutation groups and automorphism 
groups of graphs was also considered. 
It was noted in [15] that Gol'fand proved Ad/tm's conjecture in the 
square-free case by using his classification of the so-called trace Schur rings. 
Unfortunately this information is not quite correct. Indeed, in [8], 
Gol'fand obtained the complete classification of trace Schur rings over 
cyclic groups of square-free order. But Gol'fand never considered Adam's 
conjecture in any paper or seminar talk. 
Finally, we note that in [7] the author claimed that Ad/tm's conjecture 
was true in the case when n is a product of three different primes, but never 
published the proof. 
The paper consists of two sections. The first one contains all the defini- 
tions and facts about Sehur rings which we shall need. Section 3 deals with 
the proof of Ad/tm's conjecture. 
In this paper we do not use the complete classification of Schur rings 
over cyclic groups of square-free order. Nevertheless, uch a classification 
was recently finished by the author. 
2. BAsIcs 
2.1. CircuIant Graphs 
Let C,~ be the cyclic group of order n with unit element 1, where the 
group operation is written multiplicatively. The directed cireulant (cyclic) 
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graph Fn(B ) determined by B cCn has vertex set Cn, and edges 
{(gl, g2) ~ C, x Cn I glg21 e B}. The undirected circulant graph F~(B) is a 
special case of the directed one if B = B-1. Let S(X) denote the symmetric 
group on a set X. Two circulant graphs F,(B~) and F~(B2) are isomorphic 
if they are isomorphic as usual graphs, i.e,, there exists a permutation 
zc~S(Cn) such that g~gf~ ~B 1 ,~g~(g~)-~ EB 2. We shall say that these 
circulant graphs are conjugate by multiplier if there exists a number m 
relatively prime to n such that B2 = {b m I b ~ B1}. It is clear that conjugate 
graphs are isomorphic. The converse statement is known as Addtm's 
conjecture for circulant graphs. We shall prove 
THEOREM 2.1. I f  n is a square-free number, then two circulant graphs are 
isomorphic if and only if they are conjugate by multiplier. 
The group Aut(Fn(B)) consisting of all automorphisms of the graph 
Fn(B)) contains the cyclic subgroup which acts regularly on itself by multi- 
plication. Therefore, the next subsection contains the necessary information 
about permutation groups with a regular subgroup. 
2.2. Permutation Groups Containing a Regular Subgroup and Sehur Rings 
Let H be a finite group and K be a field. We denote the group algebra 
over K as KH. For any B c H we define _B as the formal sum ~a ~ B a E KH. 
Elements of this form will be called simple quantities [ 17]. 
Consider a permutation group (G; H) containing (H; H) as a regular 
subgroup acting on itself by right multiplication. Let 1 ~ H be the unit of 
H. Denote by To = { 1 }, T1, ..., Tr the complete set of orbits of the stabilizer 
G 1 = {g~G] lg= 1}. The transitivity module V(H, GI) of the group G1 is 
the vector space spanned by T;, i--0, 1 ..... r. 
A combinatorial generalization of the properties of transitivity modules 
yields the notion of Schur ring [ 17]. 
A subalgebra d ~ QH of the group algebra QH is called a Schur ring 
(briefly an S-ring) over H if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(S1) There exists a basis of d consisting of simple quantities 
--To, -T1, "", Tr; 
($2) To={1} and Ur=oT i=H;  
($3) T,- c~ Tj-- ~ if i # j ;  
($4) For each i~{0, 1 .... , r} there exists i'~ {0, 1,..., r} such that 
Ti,= { t - I  [ t E Ti}. 
The basis -To, ..., -Tr is called the standard basis and the simple quantities 
Ti (resp. the sets Ti) are called basic quantities (resp. basie sets) of ~¢. The 
notation d = (-To ..... _Tr) means that _To, ..., _Tr is the standard basis of d .  
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We say that a set B ~ H belongs to sO' if _B s d .  It is clear that an S-ring 
~ is closed under all set-theoretical operations over the subsets belonging 
to s¢. An S-ring N over the group H is an S-subring of an S-ring ~ defined 
over the same group H if N ~ s¢. The connection between Schur rings and 
transitivity modules is given by the following statement (Theorem 24.1 in 
[17]): 
THEOREM 2.2. The transitivity module V(H, G~) is an S-ring over H. 
The group Aut(~) of all automorphisms of an S-ring ~ is defined in 
[12] as the intersection Aut( d )  = Aut( F~r( To) ) c~ ... c~ Aut( Fit( Tr) ), 
where F~I(T~) is the Cayley graph over H whose set of edges is 
{ (hi, h2) [hlh21~ Ti}. In other words, A ut(x~) consists of all permutations 
7c~S(H) satisfying the condition hlhz~eTi~h~(h~)-~eT~ for all 
hi, ha ~ H and i~ {0, ..., r}. If N c s~' are two S-rings over the same group 
H, then Aut(.~) >>, Aut( s~). 
The group Aut(V(H, G~)) coincides with the so-called 2-closure of the 
permutation group (G; H) (see [ 12]). We denote it by G (2) as in [ 12]. The 
mapping G --* G (2) satisfies the usual properties of the closure operator: 
Ga c G2 ~ G] 2) c G (2)' 2 
(G(2))(2) = G(2); 
G c G (2). 
An S-ring ~4 = (To ..... Tr)  is said to be imprimitive if there exists a 
proper non-trivial subgroup F< H, such that _F~ d .  Otherwise d is said 
to be primitive. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Theorem 24.12 in [ 17]). Let G <~ S(H) be a permutation 
group containing (H; H) as a regular subgroup. Then G is primitive if and 
only if its transitivity module V(H, G1) is primitive. 
Let H1 and H2 be two groups and d = (_T O ..... -Tr>, N = (-S0 ..... .Ss) be 
two S-rings over H1 and H2 respectively. The tensor product d ® N is the 
S-ring over the direct product H1 x H~, whose basic sets have the form 
Ti®Sj= {(hi, h2)]h 1 e Ti and h2~Sj}. The following result can be easily 
derived from Lemma 1.9 in [12]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Aut (s¢®~)=Aut (d)xAut (~) ,  where x means the 
direct product as permutation groups. 
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2.3. Schur Rings Over Cyclic Groups 
We collect several propositions concerning the properties of S-rings over 
cyclic groups. All of these propositions are slight modifications of the 
results from Wielandt's book [ 17] and they can be easily proved using the 
same arguments as in [ 17]. This technique is treated in a more general 
context in [ 11 ], [ 13 ]. 
Let C, be the cyclic group of order n. In what follows n is assumed to 
be square-free. For any divisor m ] n we shall denote the unique cyclic sub- 
group of order m by Cm. For any element ~l=~h~cChheQCn (resp. a 
subset Tc  Cn) and any integer m we define p](m)=~haCn Ch hm (resp. 7~m)= 
{ t m [ t e T} ). If m and n are relatively prime, then the element ~/(m) (resp. 
the set 7 ~'~) is said to be conjugate to 11 (resp. to T). As a direct conse- 
quence of Theorem 23.9 ([17]) we obtain 
Trn~ORnM 2.5. Let d be an S-ring over Cn, let Tc  C,, and suppose m 
is relatively prime to n. Then T_is basic in d if and only if T_ (m) is basic in d .  
In what follows we shall denote the automorphism group of C, by P(n). 
It consists of all residues (modulo n) relatively prime to n and acts on C, 
by raising to the appropriate power. Since n is square-free, the group P(m) 
is naturally embedded into P(n) whenever m ] n. Its image consists of those 
k e P(n) satisfying the congruence k -- l(mod n/m). 
For any T~ C, and p a prime dividing n we set T[p]= {tP[tE T and 
tC.  T}. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let d be an S-ring over Cn and p a prime dividing n. Then 
T[p] E d whenever Ted .  
Proof Write (T_)P----~gscCgg for cgcZ. Since _Ted,  then (_T)Pcd 
and the set S= {g[cg~O(modp)} belongs to d .  We claim that S= T Epl. 
The congruence (_T) p -- ~,~ ~ tP(modp) implies that s ~ S if and only if 
the cardinality of the set { t ~ T I tP = s} is not divisible by p. In particular, 
S c T (p~. Now take any t p ~ T (p). Since { t' e T [ t 'p = t p} = tCp • T, an 
element p belongs to S if and only if [tCp c~ T[ Cp. | 
For a prime p [ n we say that g ~ C, is a p'-element (or a p-regular ele- 
ment) if its order is relatively prime to p, A subset Tc  C, is p-regular if it 
consists of p-regular elements only. 
Let, T be a basic set of an S-ring ~¢. If T contains a p-regular element, 
then tlais element is fixed by every k~P(p) .  Therefore, T has non-empty 
intersection with every conjugate basic set T (~), k~P(p) .  For this reason, 
T is invariant under the subgroup P(p). 
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Each Cp-coset contains a unique p-regular element. This element is fixed 
by the subgroup P(p). All other elements form an orbit of P(p). 
Let T c Cn. We define the radical of T, rad(T) by the formula 
rad(T) = {g ~ Cn I gT  = T}. 
It is clear that T is a union of rad(T)-cosets. Moreover, rad(T) contains 
any subgroup H ~< Cn such that T is a union of H-cosets. The statement 
below is a simple reformulation of Proposition 23.5 in [ 17]. 
LEMMA 2.2. I f  T is a set belonging to an S-ring ~,  then rad( T) ~ d .  
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Our approach to the proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the group- 
theoretical reformulation given birst by L. Babai in [ 3 ] (see also [ 2 ] ). Let 
us say that a permutation group G ~< S(C,) is an fldfim group if any two 
regular cyclic subgroups of G are conjugate in G. The statement below may 
be found in [ 3 ]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Addm's conjecture is true for a given number n if and only 
if the automorphism group of each n-vertex circulant graph is an Addm 
group. 
Since the automorphism group of any graph is 2-closed, Theorem 3.1 is 
easily derived from the following claim: 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  n is square-free, then every 2-closed subgroup G oj 
S( Cn) is an Addm group. 
In what follows we suppose that G is a 2-closed subgroup of S(Cn). The 
proof will be by induction on ]G[. The lemma below proves Theorem 3.2 
when G is primitive. It is, in fact, the base of the induction. The induction 
step is proven in two claims: Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5. 
LEMMA 3.1. Every primitive 2-closed subgroup Cn <. G <. S( C,,) is an 
fldfim group. 
Proof By Theorem 25.3 of [ 17] either (G; Cn) is 2-transitive or n is 
prime. In the first case G = S(Cn) (because G is 2-closed) and the assertion 
is evident. In the second one Cn is a Sylow subgroup for the prime n and 
the claim follows from Sylow's theorems. | 
Now let G <<. S(Cn) be an imprimitive permutation group and let 6 be its 
nontrivial imprimitivity system with k blocks A1, ..., A~ (we write this as 
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5= {Aa,...,Ak} ). Denote by Go the stabilizer of 5 in G, i.e., G0= 
{geG[Af=Ai ,  i=  1,...,k}. It is clear that Go<~G. G acts on 5 and Go is 
the kernel of this action. The induced group will be denoted by G ~. It is 
clear that G ° = G/Go. The subgroup C,#. <<. C, is the kernel of the action of 
C, on 3, and C,/C~/~ = C~ acts regularly on ft. Thus G ° contains the regular 
cyclic subgroup Ck. Since G~ >1 C,/K, we always have [G°[< [G[. 
Consider the subgroup C, Go <<. G which is transitive and contains C,. 
Becuase G0 ~ G, we have that Go C, = C, Go and [ C, Go [ = k [Go [. The 
following statement shows that C, Go is 2-closed. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let C, <<. G <~ S( C,) be a 2-closed permutation group 
and 5 be an imprimitivity system of G with k classes. Then Go C, is 2-closed. 
Proof Since Go C, <<. G, the 2-closure F= (Go C,) (2) is also contained in G. 
The imprimitivity system 5 is F-invariant, so one can consider the action of F 
on the blocks of 3. Let F ° be the image of F under this action. The group F ° 
contains (GoC,)°= C~= Ck. On the other hand, F°=((GoC~)(2)) ° is con- 
tained in the 2-closure ((GoC,)°)(2)=(Ck; C~)(2). 1 However, the group 
(C~; C~) is 2-closed, and hence F°= C~, whence it follows that FGo/Go = 
C, Go/G~ and FG o = C, Go. Since F ~> C, Go, we conclude that F = C, G~. | 
THEOREM 3.3. Let C, <<. G <. S( C,) be a 2-elosed permutation group and 
5 = {A~,..., Ak} be its nontriviaI imprimitivity system. Suppose that (G°; Ck) 
is an AdSm group distinct from C~. Then G is also an Addm group. 
Proof Let C', be a regular cyclic subgroup of G. It is clear that the 
image of C', in the permutation group (G°; Ck) is a regular cyclic group of 
order k. Denote this image as C~. By the assumption, G ° is an Adfim 
group. Hence there exists f ie G ° such that C~ = Z~--ICk ft. Take a preimage 
of f l inG.  Then ' -1 Cn G0 = zc Cn G0z~, which implies ~z C', z~- 1 << C, Go. Since 
G°¢ Ck, ]GoC,[ is strictly less than [G[ and, by the induction, C, Go is an 
.~d/tm group (by Proposition 3.2, CnG o is 2-closed). Thus C, and zcC',n -1 
are conjugate in C, Go, and, therefore, Cn and C', are conjugate in G. | 
In what follows we shall assume that 3= {A1 ..... Ak} is a nontrivial 
imprimitivity system of G with the minimal number k of blocks. It is clear 
that k is either prime or composite. We consider first the case of k prime. 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 3.2for k Prime 
We keep all notation of the previous ection. G ° is an Ad/tm group, since 
Ck is a Sylow k-subgroup of G °. If G ° > Ck, then Theorem 3.2 follows from 
a Here we used the inclusion ((S; X)(2))~c ((S; X)~) (2) which holds for any permutation 
group (S; -70. 
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Theorem 3.3. Thus, we may assume that G~=Ck, or, equivalently, 
G~C,= G. 
In this subsection we shall write p instead of k. As above, G~ is the 
stabilizer of 1 in G. To prove Theorem 3.2 we compute G and construct the 
permutation conjugating two given cyclic subgroups. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Ga = G 1 Cn/p .
Proof Ga fixes 1 and, therefore, stabilizes the block of d containing 1. 
But GZ= Cp acts regularly on 3, hence G1 ~< Gz. The cyclic subgroup 
C,/p< C, stabilizes each block A i and acts transitively on each A i. 
Therefore, G~ = G 1 Cn/p. | 
3.1.1. The Transitivity Module V(C,, G~). This subsection establishes 
the main features of the transitivity module mentioned in the title. This 
information will enable us to find the group G. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. gC,/pE V(C,, G1) for each gs  C,. 
The proof easily follows from Proposition 3.3. 
Since n is a square-free number, C, = Cp C,/p. By Proposition 3.4, the set 
uC,/p belongs to V(C,, GI) for all u~ Cp. For this reason every basic set of 
V(C,, G1) is of the form uA for a suitable u E Cp and A ~ Chip. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. I f  uA is a basic set of V(C,, G1) for 1 Cu~ Cp and 
A ~ C,/p, then vA is also a basic set of V(C,, G1) for all 1 v ~ v E Cp. 
Proof Since v ~ 1, there exists 1 ~< m ~<p- 1 such that v = um. Let m* 
be the residue modulo n satisfying the congruences m*-m(modp) ,  
m* - l (mod n/p). Then m* is relatively prime to n, and by Theorem 2.5, 
(uA)('~*~= ureA is a basic set of V(C,, G1). | 
PROPOSITION 3.6. I f  uA is a basic set of V(C,, GI) for 1 ~u~Cp and 
A c C,/p, then A ~ V(C,, G1). 
Proof By Lemma 2.1, (uA)EP]~V(C~,,G1). Since the elements 
{ ua [ a E A } lie in distinct Cp-cosets, we can write (uA) E pl = (uA) ( p~ = A (P). 
Let p* be the residue modulo n satisfying the congruences 
p* = l (modp)  
p*p =- l (mod n/p). 
Then gcd(p*, n) = 1 and, therefore, (A(P))(P*)E g(cn, G1). A consists only 
ofp'-elements, hence (A(P)) (p*) = {a pp* [ a ~ A} = A, as claimed. | 
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For the rest of Subsection 3.1 C a will be the minimal subgroup among 
those belonging to V(C,, Gt) and containing Cp. Since V(C,, G1) is dosed 
under intersection of subsets, Cdc~ C,/p e V( C,, GI). We set CF= Cdc~ C,/p, 
i.e., f=gcd(d, n/p). It is evident hat d=pf  
LEMMA 3.7. I f  uA is a basic set for 1 ~ u ~ Cp and A c C,/p. Then A is 
a union of Cf-cosets. 
Proof Consider the conjugates uA, u2A, ..., u p 1A of uA. By Proposi- 
tion 3.5, these sets belong to V(C,, G1). Since At  V(C,, GI), CpA= 
A w Auw ... kJ Aup-l ~ V( Cn, C1). By Lemma 2.2, rad( CpA)~ V( C,, G1). 
Moreover, rad( CpA) >>. Cp, which implies rad( CpA) >>. Ca. In particular, 
gCpA = CpA for all g e Cy. The latter equality may be rewritten in the form 
CpAg = CpA for each g~ Cf. Since both A and Ag are p'-sets, the equality 
A = Ag holds for every g ~ Cu. | 
We conclude this section with the following statement. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. uCfe V( C,, G1) for every ue Cp. 
Proof By Proposition 3.4, uC,/pe V(C,, G,). Now the claim follows 
from the identity uC,/p c~ Ca = uC,/p c~ G Cf = uCf. I 
3.1.2. The Structure of the Group G. G is 2-closed and, therefore, coincides 
with the group A ut( V(C,, G i)). Here we shall give the description of G. 
Let A0={1 }, A 1 ..... A r be the complete set of basic sets of V(C,, G1) 
which are contained in C,/p. By Proposition 3.4 C,/p belongs to V(C,, G1); 
therefore these sets define an S-ring ZCp, = (_Ao .... , _A~) over C,/p. As was 
shown in Proposition 3.8, Cy~ ~¢p,. Therefore, the cosets gC s, g ~ C,/p are 
blocks of the imprimitivity system of the automorphism group Aut(Zdp,). 
Thus any permutation ~r~ Aut(Zgp,) induces a permutation z~ on the set of 
the blocks. We shall denote the induced permutation with a "hat". To 
describe the structure of G let us recall the notion of a wreath product [9]. 
In contrast o [9], we use Kalu~nin's notation for the wreath product, 
where the two factors are interchanged. 
Let (A; X) and (B; Y) be two permutation groups. Their wreath product 
(A; X) ~ (B; Y) is the permutation group consisting of tables [a, o~], a~A, 
a: X~ B. The action of [a, ~] on the set Xx Y is defined by the formula 
(x, y)Ea, ~ = (x a, y~(X)). 
THEOREM 3.4. The group G is the subgroup of the wreath product 
( Cp; Cp) ~ ( Aut(sdp,); C,/p) consisting of those [a, ~] satisfying the condition 
¢ff l ) = Cff b ) for all b ~ Cp. 2 
2A similar group-theoretical construction was introduced in another context by Klin in 
[10]. 
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Let us comment on the action of [a,m] on C,. Each element gmC,  
admits the unique presentation of the form g = ch, where c e Cp, h e C,/p. 
The image o fg  under the action of [a, m] is defined as (ch) [~'~] = ac(h~(C)). 
This action gives the multiplication rule of tables, 
[ a , o~ ] . [ b , fl ] = [ a b , 0~/~a], 3 
where fi~: C~---, Aut(@,),  f l~(c)=fl(ac), ce Cp. 
First we prove one direction of Theorem 3.4, 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Each permutation z~= [a, o~] satisfying the condition 
~(1) = 02(b), b e Cp, belongs to G. 
Proof  Let T be a basic set of V(Cn, G1). We have to check that for any 
pair g l ,g2~Cn the inclusion g lg21~Timp lies gl(g2)'~ ~ -1 ET. 
Consider at first the case T c Cn/p, i.e., T is a basic set of @,. Take 
two elements gl, ga, g lg~ le  T and write g~= c~h~, where c~ Cp and 
h~e C,/p for i=  1, 2. Since Tc  C,/p, we have Cl = c2. Denote both cl and c2 
by c. Applying zc to g~ gives us gi ~=cah~ (~), implying g~(g2)~ ~ 1 = 
h~(~(h~(~)-le T, because 0~(c) is an automorphism of ~¢p,. 
Now let T be a basic set of ~¢ which is not contained in Cn/p. Then 
Proposition 3.6 yields T= bA for 1 ~ b s Cp and A e @,. Consider a pair 
(gl, g2), where g igs  1 e T. The decomposition g~=c~h~, cie Cp, h~e C,/p, 
i=1 ,2  implies c~c~X=b, and h~h~leA.  Applying zc to g; gives us 
g~=acih~ (c~) for i=1 ,2 ,  and we obtain (g~)(g~)-l=bh~(~)(h~(~2))-l .  
Therefore, the inclusion (g' ; )(g'~)- le bA is equivalent to h~(~(h~ (c2)) -1~ A. 
Since A belongs to @,, h~(~'~(h~(~) -  eA  (because c~(ca)tAut(@,)). Con- 
sider the element h~(*~(h~(~2~) -~. Since ~(cl)=~(c2), we have (Cfh)~(c~)= 
(Cfh) ~(~2~ for all h e C,/p. In particular, this implies that h°~ (cl) and h~ (~) lie 
in the same Cf-coset, i.e., h~(C~)(h2 (~)) -~e  Cf. Finally, we obtain 
h°~(~)(h~ ( )  -~ -- h°~(~)(h~ ( )) -~ h°~(~(h~ ( )) -~ = ah, a ~ A, h e Cf. 
But by Lemma 3.7, hA = A for all h e Cf. Hence ah e A. | 
The statement below proves reverse implication, thereby completing the 
proof of Theorem 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let ~ be an automorphism of  V( C,, G1). Then 
(i) ~ = [a, ~] for suitable a e Cp and ~: Cp --* Aut(@,); 
(ii) c~ satisfies the condition 0~(1)=~(b)for all be  Cp. 
3 Multiplication of two functions cq,c~2: Cp~Aut(@,) is defined in the natural way: 
(~1~)(c) =~1(c) cq(c). 
582a/72/1-9 
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Proof The sets {aC,/p[ aeCp} form an imprimitivity system for G. 
Therefore, z~ takes C,/p to one these sets, i.e., C~/p = aC,/p for some a e Cp. 
Since the permutation x ~ a - ix  belongs to C, <. Aut( V( C,, G1) ) = G, the 
permutation zc~:x--+a-~x ~ belongs to G as well. We claim that zq 
stabilizes all sets bC,/p, b e Cp. Indeed, if b = 1, then it is true by te choice 
of ~Zl. Suppose b # 1. Take an arbitrary h e C,/p. Since bh. h - le  bC,/p and 
bC,/p belongs to V(C,, GI )  , we have (bh) ~ (h~l) -1 ebCn/p. Taking into 
account hat zq stabilizes the set C,/p we obtain h~e C,/p which, in turn, 
implies (bh) ~1 e bC,/p. Thus for each be Cp there exists a permutation 
oc(b) e S(C,/p) such that (bh) ~-- bh ~(b). By the definition of zq, a-l(bh)~ = 
(bh) ~1 = bh ~(b), whence (bh ) ~ = abh ~(b) = bh Ea' ~ 
We claim that ~(b)eAut(~,)  for every be Cp. To show this, we fix an 
arbitrary basic set A e ~,  and an element b e Cp. Consider a pair (ha, h2) e 
C,/p× C,/p such that hlh21 cA. Since (bhl)(bh2) -1 =h~h~ ~ eA and z~ is 
an element of G= Aut( V( C,, Ga)), we see that (bh~) ~ ((bh~)~)-~eA. It
follows that (bhl) ~ ((bh2)") -~ =(bh~(b))(bh~(b)) -~ =h~(b)(h~(~)) -~ eA, i.e., 
~(b) is an automorphism of ~,  for every b e Cp. 
Now we show that the equation 02(1)--~(b) holds for all b e Cp. By 
Proposition 3.8, bCf belongs to V( C,, G~). Hence (g~)(g~)-~ ebCf  when- 
ever g~g;1 e bCf. Take elements h, h' which lie in the same C/-coset. Then 
bh(h') -~ ebCf, whence it follows (bh) ~1 (h'~x)-X ebCf. After the substitu- 
tion of z~= [1, ~] we obtain bh~(b~(h'~(a)) -~ ebCf. This immediately 
implies that h ~(~) and h '~(a) lie in the same Cf-coset, thereby yielding 
~(1) = ~(b). | 
3.1.3. Conjugacy of n-Cycles in G. The first result describes the n-cycles 
in the group G. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. A table [a, oc] e G is an n-cycle if and only if 
(i) a¢  1; 
(ii) ~(1)~(a). . .~(a p- l )  is an n/p-cycle. 
Proof Let [a, ~] be an n-cycle. Then a ¢ 1, because otherwise, [a, ~] 
stabilizes each coset gC,/p. Since the p-th power [a, 0~] p= [ 1, ~0~ a...  0~ ap-~ ] 
of the n-cycle [a, 0~] consists of p cycles of length n/p, we see that 
( ~a  . . . ~,-1)(1) = ~(1) ~( a ) . . . ~( a p-  1) is an n/p-cycle. 
Now suppose that [a, ~] satisfies the conditions (i), (ii); then [a, 0~] p -- 
[1, ~ . . .  ~P ']. We claim that (~0~ ... ~-a)(b)=~(b)~(ab).. .o~(a p lb) is 
an hip-cycle for every b e Cp. Indeed, if b = 1 then this follows by hypothesis. If 
b ¢ 1, then b = a i for some 0 ~< i ~< p - 1 and ~(a i) 0c(a i + 1 ). . .  ~( 1 ). . .  ~(d-  1) is 
conjugate to the n/p-cycle ~(1) ~(a)--.o~(aP-1). Thus [a, ~]P is a union ofp 
cycles of length nip. Furthermore, the inequality a ¢ 1 shows that [a, ~] 
actually permutes cycles. Therefore, [a, ~] is an n-cycle. | 
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PROPOSITION 3.12. Let [a, o~], [ a, fl] ~ G be two n-cycles. Suppose that 
c¢(1)o~(a)...ot(a p-l) and fi(1)fl(a)...fl(a p-l) are conjugate in Aut(@,). 
Then [a, oc] and [a, fl] are conjugate in G. 
Proof Let re ~Aut(@,) be a conjugating permutation, i.e., 
~zc~(1) ~(a).-. ~(a p- l )  ~--1 =fl(1) fl(a)...fl(aP-1). 
Define the permutation [ a, 7 ] by the formula 4
7(1)=x-lfl(1),7(a'+l)=ot-l(a~)7(d)fl(d+l ) for i= 0, . . . ,p-2.  
We claim that [a, 7] -1 [a, 0~][a, 7] = [a, fl]. Let us rewrite the equality 
in the form [a, ~][a, 7] = [a, 7][a,/3]. Computing the products in both 
sides we obtain [a 2, ~7 a] = [a 2, 7fla]. That is equivalent o ~(b)7(ab)= 
7(b) fl(ab) for each b ~ Cp or, 7(ab) = ot-l(b) 7(b) fl(ab). Since every b is a 
power of a, we can write 7(d +1) = 0c-l(d) 7(d) fl(a/+1) for i=0  ..... p -  1. 
If i<p-  1, then this equality repeats the definition of 7 and there is 
nothing to prove. For i=p-1  we have to prove that 7(1)=0t-~(a p- l )  
7(aP-1)fl(1). Let us replace 7(a p- l )  by o~-l(a p-2) 7(a p 2)fl(aP-1). Then 
we obtain 
7(1) = ~-l(ap-1)c¢ l(ap 2) 7(ap-2)fl(aP 1) fl(1). 
Now we can repeat this process step by step and substitute ~-l(ap-i-1) 
7(ap-i-1) fl(ap-i) for 7(a p- ~) from i= 2 untill i=p-  1. Finally, we obtain 
7(1) = c~ l(aP-1) ~x-l(a p 2)... 0~-1(1) 7(1) fl(a) fl(a2) ... fl(a p-l) fl(1). 
After the substitution of 7(1 ) = re- lfl( 1 ) we get 
;g -  l f l(1) = o~-l(aP-1)... 0~-1(1) ~r-lfl(1) fl(a).., fi(a p- 1) fl(1). 
After simple transformation, the latter formula may be written as 
nc~(1) ~(a)-.. ot(a p-l) ;re--1 =f l ( l ) f l (a) . . .  fl(aP-1), 
which is merely the definition of ~z. Thus we proved that [a, fl] and [a, 0c] 
are conjugate by [a, 7]. To finish the proof it remains to verify that 
[a, 7] ~G, i.e., ~(1)=~(a i) for all i=0,  . . . ,p-1.  
Since the mapping zc~,  ~eAut(@,) is a homomorphism, one can 
write 
~$(1)..- ~(a p- l )  ~-1 =fl(1)- . .  fl(a p- 1). 
4 Here c~-l(d) means the permutation inverse of c~(ai). 
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By Theorem 3.4, $( 1 ) = £~(ai), fl( 1 ) = fl(a i) for i = 0, ..., p - 1 and, therefore, 
z~(1)p~- l=f l (1)  p. Since both 0~(1)...e(a p- I )  and fl(1)...fl(a p- l )  are 
n/p-cycles, their images $(1)-..$(aP-1), fl(1) . . . fl(a p- l )  are n/pf-cycles. 
Taking into account that n/pf is not divisible by p we obtain z~$(1 ) z~- 1 = 
fl(1). Now we prove the equality )9(d)=z~-lfl(1) by induction on i. The 
case i= 0 follows directly from the definition of 7. Suppose that this 
equality is true for i. Then from the definition of 7, it follows that 
~(a i+l ) = o2-1(a i ) ?~(a ~ ) fl(a ~+1) ~---~ 0~-- 1( 1 ) 7~-1fl(l) f l ( l )  
=~-~f l ( l ) - l~-1 f l (1 )  f l (1)=~-~fl(m) • I 
The statement below concludes this section. 
THEOREM 3.5. G is an ftdfim group. 
Proof Consider two arbitary n-cycles [a, e] and [b, fl]. We shall prove 
that [a, e] is conjugate in G to [b, fl]~ for some s relatively prime to n. 
There exists k such that gcd(k, n)= 1 and bk=a, therefore, [b, f l ]~= 
[a, 7]. It is clear that the permutation [a, 7] is an n-cycle as well. There- 
fore (see Proposition 3.11), both c~(1).-.e(a p- l )  and 7(1)... 7(a p- l )  are 
n/p-cycles. They belong to the 2-closed group Aut(dp,) whose order is not 
greater than ]G[/p. Thus, it is strictly less than [G[ and by the induction 
hypothesis there exists l, god(l, n/p) = 1 such that permutations 
e(1). . ,  o~(a p-l)  and (7(1)... 7(aP-1)) l are conjugate in Aut(ZCp,). 
Let l* be a residue modulo n satisfying the congruences l* ---/(rood n/p) 
and l* -= l(modp). We claim that [a, 0~] is conjugate in G to [a, 7] l*. Since 
]~[l*-- 1 l* = l(modp),  we have [a, 7] l* = [a, 0] where 0 =,  ,j=0 7 ~J. By Proposi- 
tion 3.12 it is sufficient to show that O(1)...O(a p 2) and ~(1). . .~(a p- l )  
are conjugate in Aut(SCp,). By definition, 
p--1 p--1 l*--1 p--1 l*--1 
H °(ai) = H H Y(a+a ) = 1-[ H • 
i=0 i=0 j=O i=0 j=O 
Since I* ---- l (modp) and a p = 1, the right part of the above equality may 
be rewritten as 
p--1 l*--1 pl*-- I  
IV/ I-~ 7(aJ+a*) = H 7(d)=(Y(1) '"7(aP- ' ) )  1." 
i~0  j=O r=O 
y(1)-., y(a p - l )  is an n/p-cycle and l * - l (modn/p) ,  so the right side is 
equal to (7(1)...7(aP-1))( But the latter permutation is conjugate in 
Aut(sCp,) to ~(1)-..~(aP-1), hence [a, ~] is conjugate in G to [a,O] = 
[a, 7] '*= [b, fl]~l*. I 
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3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2 for k Composite 
We shall prove that G a= Sk. Since the symmetric group is an Adfim 
group and strictly greater than Ck, the group G is an Ad/tm group by 
Theorem 3.3. At first we study the transitivity module V(C,, G1). 
The central result of this subsection is formulated in the following claim. 
THEOREM 3.6. The transitivity module V(C,, G~) is contained in the 
tensor product (1~ Ck\{ 1 } > ® ZC,/~. 
Let us denote by N the tensor product of the assertion. It is clear that 
any Ck-coset and any subset T c C,/K are contained in N. Therefore, to 
prove Theorem 3.6 it is sufficient o show that each basic set of V(C,, G1) 
can be obtained from subsets of C,/k and Ck-COSets by means of set- 
theoretical operations. Since 3 = {A1, ..., Ak} is an imprimitivity system of 
G, the transitivity module V(C,, G1) contains Cn/k. Let us fix a prime p 
dividing k. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let Cm be a p'-subgroup belonging to V(C,, G1). 
Then C,, <. Cn/k. 
Proof Consider the subgroup CmC,/k. It belongs to V(C,, Gt) and, 
therefore, determines an imprimitivity system with n/I Cm C,/k [ blocks. Since 
both Cm and C,/k are p'-groups the number n/I C,, C,/kl is divisible by p. In 
particular, this number is strictly greater than 1. By the choice of k, each 
nontrivial imprimitivity system of G does not contain fewer than k blocks. 
Therefore, n/I Cm Cn/k l ~ k, whence ICm Cn/k I ~ n/k. But this inequality may 
happen only when Cm <. C,/k. I 
We have the following, very simple, corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let Te V(C,, G1) be a set consisting of p'-elements 
only. Then _Te~. 
Proof The group (T}  is a p'-group belonging to V(C,, G1), and the 
previous statement implies (T )  ~ C,/k. Therefore, T c Cn/~, whence 
TE~'. I 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Any basic set T of V(C,, G1) contains at least one 
p'-element. 
Proof Suppose the contrary, i.e., there is no p'-element in T. Take t ~ T 
and consider the coset tCp. As a Cp-coset, tCp contains a unique p'-ele- 
ment. Hence tCpq~ T for each te  T. Therefore, T(?)= T ['] ~ V(Cn, G1). 
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Denote Ce=(T)  and Cf=(T(P)). It is clear that CfEV(Cn, G1) and 
Ca ~ Cf. By construction, gP ~ Cf for every g e Cal. Hence, d/f divides p. On 
the other hand, Ca ~ T and, therefore, Ca contains non-p'-elements. This 
gives us d=pf  
The group Cf is a p'-group, because T (p) consists only of p'-elements. 
Hence by Proposition 3.13 it follows that CI<~Cn/k. Therefore, 
CaCn/k = Cpn/k. This group belongs to V(C,, G1) as a product of those 
belonging to V(Cn, G1). Hence it produces an imprimitivity system with 
rn/(pn/k) =k/p blocks. By minimality of k, we obtain k=p. But this is 
impossible because k is non-prime. | 
In what follows Ca will stand for the minimal subgroup from V(C,, G1) 
containing Cp. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. d -  0(mod k). 
Proof Ca ~ Cn/k, since p [ d. Therefore, CdCn/k ~ Cn/k. Hence by choice 
of k, CaCn/K=C,, whence d -0(modk) .  | 
Until the end of the paper we use the notation p* for the residue modulo 
n such that p* - l(modp), p*p - l(mod n/p). 
PROPOSITION 3.17. Let T~ V(Cn, G1) be a basic set such that T~ Cn/p. 
Denote R = ( TEp]) (p*). Then, 
(i) Tc~R=~;  
(ii) Tu R is a union of Ca-cosets. 
Proof (i) By Lemma 2.1, T [p Ied .  Therefore, (TIp]) (p*) is a union 
of basic sets of d .  Since T is a basic set, then either (T[P])(P*~ c~ T= ~ or 
Tc  (TIp]) (p*). We claim that the latter inclusion is impossible. Indeed, 
T[p] c Cn/p, hence Tc  (TIP]) e*~ c Cn/p contrary to the assumption 
T qk Cn/p. 
(ii) First we show that tCp ~ R w T for all t e T. Consider the inter- 
section tCpc~ T. Each Cp-coset is P(p)-invariant. By Proposition 3.15, T 
contains a p'-element and, therefore, is a P(p)-invariant set. Thus tCp ~ T 
is a P(p)-invariant subset of tCp. The coset tCp is a union of two 
P(p)-orbits { t pp* } and tCp\{ tPP*}. Therefore, there are three possibilities: 
(1) tCpC~T=tCp; 
(2) tCpC~T=tCp\{tPP*}; 
(3) tCpn T= {tPP*}. 
If (3) holds, then tPP*~ (T[P]) (p*)~- R and t pp* belongs to both R and T, 
contrary to (i). Therefore, case (3) is impossible. 
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If (2) holds, then t p E T[p],  whence tpp* E R and the inclusion tCp E Tw R 
is valid. 
If (1) holds, then tCp ~ T c T w R, whence the inclusion tCp c R w T is 
evident. 
Thus we have proved that tCp ~ Tw R for all t E T. Now let us consider 
the coset rCp for r E R. By definition of R there exists t E T such that 
t pp* =r. This immediately implies rCp = tCp c Rw T (here we used the 
identity rP=tPP*P=tP). Thus we have show that xCpcRU T for all 
xER•  T. This means Cp<<.rad(RwT), which, in turn, implies 
Ca<~rad(RwT). | 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Consider an arbitrary basic set TE V(C,, G1). 
Then, either Tc  C,/p or Tc¢ C,/p. If Tc  C,/p, then TeN by Corollary 3.14. 
Thus we may assume T~ C,/p. Let R = (TIP]) (p*), as before. By Proposi- 
tion 3.15, T contains a p'-element, and by Proposition 3.17, R w T is a 
union of Ca-cosets. By Proposition 3.16, d = 0(mod k), so R w T is a union 
of Ck-cosets as well. For this reason, R w T belongs to N. On the other 
hand, Re V(C,, G1) and R ~ C,/p. Therefore, Re  N, because of Corollary 
3.14. Since both R u T and R belongs to N their difference T= (R w T)kR 
belongs to N as well (we used here the equality Tc~R=~) .  | 
THEOREM 3.7. G ~ = Sk. 
Proof By Theorem 3.6, V(C,,G1)cN. Hence G=Aut(V(C,,G1)) 
contains the group Aut(N)=(Sk;  C~)x(C,/~; C,/k). This implies the 
inclusion G ~ ~ ((Sk; Ck) x (C,/k; Cn/k)) ~ = (Sk; Ck), yielding the required 
equality. | 
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